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Softening in International Tourist Spend
Spending by international visitors fell by 3.2% to $5.9 billion in the
year to DEC08, according to data released yesterday by the Ministry
of Tourism.
Many key markets have maintained significant spending contributions
over the year, with some increasing - Australia (down 1.2%),
Germany (down 2.7%), China (down 2.8%), Canada (up 21%) and
Japan (up 0.1%). Against this, there has been a marked weakness in
some of the Asian markets, with South Korea and Taiwan down
22.3% and 34.1% respectively.
The UK and US markets were down by 6.8% and 7.5% respectively,
but together still contributed $1.5 billion to the New Zealand
economy.
The suite of sector indicators all show a consistent picture of the 2008
year that was impacted early on by high oil costs and unfavourable
exchange rates, and latterly by the Global Financial Crisis. The other
main indicators for 2008 are: international visitor arrivals (down
0.3%), New Zealand outbound travel (down 0.7%) and commercial
accommodation nights (down 0.05%).
For further info on the release of International Visitor Survey data
visit www.tourismresearch.govt.nz/ivs

Entertain Me, Relax Me, Tempt Me,

Pamper Me, Drink With Me.... Fiji Me

Click Here to
see Fiji as

Never Before
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Tourism Investment will help

Significant investment in
international marketing and
tourism infrastructure, along with
encouraging New Zealanders to
holiday at home are the tourism
industry’s top priorities for
today’s Job Summit.
These are among the actions the
tourism industry has announced
and is eager to see emerge from
Prime Minister and Tourism
Minister John Key’s Job Summit.
As one of the country’s largest
employers and leading export
sectors, tourism can be a
significant player in helping to
safeguard New Zealanders’ jobs
and lead New Zealand out of the
downturn, says TIA Chief
Executive Tim Cossar.
“With one in ten New Zealanders
(181,200 jobs) employed either
directly or indirectly in tourism,
it is clear that by keeping the
tourism industry strong, we keep
New Zealanders in jobs,” Mr
Cossar says.
“It is important that these jobs are
protected. Failure in the tourism
industry would have a strong
negative impact on employment
nationwide, across a range of
sub-sectors and at a regional
level. Protecting this skilled

workforce will ensure that when
the global economy improves,
New Zealand’s tourism industry is
ready to meet accelerated
demand.”
The tourism industry is
encouraging the Government to
focus on international marketing,
to maintain and build visitor
demand, Mr Cossar says.
Short term tactical campaigns
will stimulate arrivals, hedging
against further declines while
providing cash-flow for tourism
businesses.
“Domestic marketing should also
be an important new focus to
encourage New Zealanders to
recognise the great tourism
experiences New Zealand has to
offer and to support New Zealand
tourism businesses by choosing a
holiday at home,” Mr Cossar says.
“Our industry is suffering from a
slowdown in international
spending with figures released
today by the Ministry of Tourism
showing that spending by
international visitors fell by 3.2%
to $5.9 billion last year.
“Returning tourism to growth is an
opportunity, not only for those in
the tourism industry but for all
New Zealanders,” Mr Cossar says.

Top Tourism Priorities

All of these outcomes contribute directly to safeguarding jobs.
International and domestic markets:
• Investment in short term tactical marketing campaigns,

especially in Australia, to stimulate tourism activity, fuel
immediate visitor arrivals and hedge against further visitor
declines.

• Continue investment in other key traditional markets,
especially the United Kingdom and the USA to ensure New
Zealand doesn’t lose its market share at this critical time.

• Set up a Joint Venture Marketing Fund for new and emerging
markets such as India, South America, the Middle East and
some European countries such as Spain, Russia and France.

• Invest in a national domestic marketing campaign to
stimulate domestic tourism, national confidence and pride in
our country.

Infrastructure:
• Stimulate the economy, New Zealand businesses and New

Zealand jobs through increased spending on major tourism
infrastructure projects with a positive return on investment,
including the development of a national convention centre in
Auckland, improved cruise ship port facilities and possibly
increased investment in New Zealand’s conservation estate,
which underpins New Zealand’s 100% Pure positioning.

Bank terms and liquidity:
• Work with leading banks to improve credit and liquidity for

New Zealand businesses, many of whom are experiencing
cash flow pressures, especially tourism SMEs (small and
medium enterprises). Feedback from tourism operators
suggests some banks are not providing the support they
could be for our tourism SMEs in these tougher economic
times.

TIA has consulted the industry widely to determine these
priority actions, which are among a range of other initiatives
also under consideration.

Safeguard Kiwi Jobs for Today’s Job Summit

The UK edition of Conde Nast Traveller

magazine has named Polynesian Spa in

Rotorua amongst the top ten thermal,

natural or medical spas in the world, as

Southern Coromandel Gears Up
The Southern Coromandel Tourism Network
Group, consisting of accommodation, hospitality
and activity providers from Waihi, Waihi Beach,
Karangahake and Paeroa, is up and running.
The organisers of the original meeting hoped for
20 people to attend but attracted nearly 50,
including representatives from Newmont Mine,
local restaurants and cafes, accommodation and
activity providers, Positively Paeroa, Go Waihi,
Vision Waihi Trust and Tourism Coromandel
board members.

Meanwhile, Adventures Southern Coromandel
New Zealand (ASCNZ) aims to develop a joint
marketing initiative to encourage tourists to stay
longer in the area and sample the many activities
on offer. ASCNZ is a strategic alliance with
founder members being Over The Top
Adventures, Dirt Board Waihi, The Carver
Experience, Waitawheta Camp, Bularangi
Harley Tours and Guided Fly Fishing and
Bullswool Farm Park. www.ascnz.co.nz

voted by their

readers in the 2009

Annual Spa Awards.

Polynesian Spa was

the only spa outside

Europe to receive

this accolade.
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Tourism NZ Road Show
Tourism New Zealand Chief Executive
George Hickton has hit the road with
members of his local and offshore
management teams updating the tourism
industry on activity in each of our key
markets.
Wellington received its update yesterday
and other presentations will be held in:
Auckland - 02MAR; Rotorua - 05MAR;
Christchurch - 05MAR and Queenstown -
06MAR.
These are being organised through the
Regional Tourism Organisations in each
region as well as ITOC in Auckland.
“We are collecting comprehensive market
information both onshore and offshore
every month and these updates are an
opportunity to pass that information
through to the industry directly and to get
your feedback on how you see the
situation developing in the coming
months,” says George Hickton.
“These presentations will also be an
opportunity to discuss which markets
offer some ray of hope for 2009 and how
we can work to stimulate them.”
Tourism New Zealand has also revamped
its written communications to make sure
the information collected is getting
through to the industry as quickly as
possible. Tourism News is now supported
with regular email bulletins, which keep
the industry informed about TNZ’s
offshore markets, campaigns and
initiatives, awards and events.
If you have not already registered to
receive email updates please contact
comms@tnz.govt.nz.

Quality Assured Visitor Guide
The inaugural
Qualmark 2009
New Zealand Travel
Guide has just been
printed and is soon
to be distributed
throughout the
country.
The 900-page guide
makes it easy for
travellers to identify
quality assured
accommodation

options according to the star grading they are
looking for, and to choose quality visitor
activity, transport and service experiences.
“As the guidebook only includes Qualmark
assured tourism businesses, this is a ‘first’ for
New Zealand visitor information resources,”
says Qualmark Chief Executive Geoff Penrose.
“It means that visitors on the lookout for a free
guide book with a wide range of quality
assured places to stay, things to do and ways to
get there need look no further.”
With a print run of 15,000, the guidebook
features a useful page marker with the star
grading explanation for accommodation
properties, regional information, city and town
directories, maps and the AA’s popular 101
Must-Do’s and Must-Do Weekends.
Peter Blackwell, General Manager – AA
Tourism, said that the publication of

Qualmark-only rated businesses is
complementary to the existing range of AA
travel guide and map publications.
“As a joint owner of Qualmark, the AA’s
support for the guide reflects our commitment
to industry-wide quality service standards, an
integral component of delivering a truly
satisfying and memorable experience,” he said.
Tourism New Zealand Chief Executive George
Hickton said the size of the guide demonstrated
the sheer number of New Zealand tourism
businesses providing quality assured
experiences.
In addition to being provided to the i-SITE
Visitor Information Network, Tourism New
Zealand has an international distribution plan
under way for the guides.
Planning for the guide’s second edition is
underway, and this will include the new
Qualmark Green enviro-logos alongside star
grading and endorsement logos.
“This means that travellers will also be able to
easily identify top-performing environmentally
conscious tourism experiences, from
backpackers, to luxury lodges, and a range of
visitor activities and transport providers that are
proactively and effectively managing their
impacts on their environment,” said Mr
Penrose. “There are currently over 70 tourism
businesses that have achieved Qualmark
Enviro-Bronze, Enviro-Silver or Enviro-Gold
recognition.”

Let’s Go to the Hop
The Whangamata Beach Hop 26-29MAR is a celebration of the 50s and 60s and attracts between
40,000 and 80,000 people each year.  The highlight: 1200 beautifully restored hot rods and classic
cars, which take part in a grand parade. There’s also a drive in movie, Low Brow art competition,
60s style longboard competition, Hop Idol and a Nostalgia fair. www.beachhop.co.nz

Wanaka’s Festival of Colour
Festival goers will enjoy a range of
inspirational performances during the third
Southern Lakes Festival of Colour in April
thanks to the support of a number of
organizations, including the SKYCITY
Queenstown Casino Community Trust.
The Festival of Colour (28APR - 03MAY) in
Wanaka is a biennial event and this year
received a $7,500 grant from the Trust to
contribute towards printing the programme.
Tickets for the festival went on sale on 23
February and can be purchased online at
www.festivalofcolour.co.nz or from the Lake
Wanaka i-SITE Visitor Centre in Wanaka.

TO GET YOUR OWN FREE SUBSCRIPTION

 visit   www.travelmemo.co.nz

Le Cordon Bleu School Plan Stalls
A freeze on funding and difficulties in
finding a suitable site have stymied plans for
a New Zealand branch of Le Cordon Bleu
international cooking school.
The Dominion Post quotes Le Cordon Bleu’s
vice president of Asia-Pacific development
Rodger Griffiths as saying no more than that
the school would not open in August as
expected.
The paper says Le Cordon Bleu and partner
Universal College of Learning had planned
to build in Martinborough, until local
objectors launched an Environment Court
appeal. A Wellington site was then sought for
the five-star, 300-student school.
Le Cordon Bleu has 30 schools in 15
countries, attended by more than 18,000
students a year.
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Arrowtown – Party Town
Arrowtown’s Buckingham Street is closing
1700-2230 on Saturday 14MAR for a street
party to coincide with the New Zealand Golf
Open at The Hills and the Motatapu
Icebreaker race.
The Arrowtown Promotions and Business
Association devised the street party to attract
punters who might otherwise head for
Queenstown.
Shops normally closed in the evening will
remain open and partygoers can expect food
stalls, art displays and wine tastings, three
bands and a flame-dancing group.  Even the
Arrowtown Brewery has reportedly come on
board with a special brew – Over the Hills –
for the event.

AUSTRALIA

Sizzler Sees
Southern Star Stalled
Melbourne’s A$100 million Southern Star
Observation Wheel is out of action for at
least six months after engineers found that
parts of the structure had buckled and
cracked during Victoria’s recent 40-degree-
plus heatwave.
The 120m observation wheel was to have
been the big drawcard for the Docklands
precinct, pulling tourists to the myriad cafes
and restaurants nearby. Their owners are
reported to have seen business drop by more
than half since the heatwave stalled the
Wheel.

Vivid Sydney a Sensory Festival
Visitors to Sydney during the period
26MAY-14JUN will be able to immerse
themselves in the music and light of Vivid
Sydney, the city’s new sensory festival.
Vivid Sydney will transform the city into a
spectacular living canvas of music and light
in and around Sydney Opera House, The
Rocks, Circular Quay and the city centre.
It will feature Luminous, a festival at Sydney
Opera House curated by a world renowned
talent; Smart Light Sydney, a free celebration
of innovation through light art, music and
ideas events and Creative Sydney, a series of
events exploring the wealth and diversity of
Sydney’s creative talent.
Vivid Sydney is one of five anchor events on
the first-ever NSW Master Events Calendar
created by Events NSW on behalf of the
NSW Government.

Life Comes to Dead Centre

Gold Coast Rescue Patrol 09

Over the past weeks, the monsoon deluge in
Queensland has been flooding the channel
country, isolating towns, and filling rivers
and creeks that have not run for years.
And now, the torrent has made it to Lake
Eyre.
The vast, salt basin, 15m below sea level, is
the end of the line for the floods that have
taken nearly a month to wend their way at
40km a day along the swollen Diamantina
and Georgina rivers before reaching this
corner of desert in South Australia, 700km
north of Adelaide.
The report in The Australian says clouds of
pelicans, gulls and terns have followed, and

camels, drawn by the scent of open water,
have come down from the Simpson Desert.
Soon, Lake Eyre will live up to its name,
spawning fish for the birds to feast on. It is
the lowest point in Australia and has filled to
brimming only three times since it was first
sighted by Europeans 160 years ago.
One inland rivers expert says it is shaping up
as a bumper year for Lake Eyre - certainly
the best since 2000, and there is talk among
the locals of reviving the dormant Lake Eyre
Yacht Club, as well as a rowing competition.
A number of operators have tours to Lake
Eyre, including some aerial tours which also
take in the amazing Painted Hills.

A taskforce, the Gold Coast Rescue Patrol
09, headed by The Gold Coast Bulletin and
supported by the Gold Coast City Council
and Griffith University, is aiming to
assemble the city’s best tourism-focused
minds along with community representatives
to find ways to stimulate the $4 billion local
industry.
Statistics have shown times are getting
tougher with a 12% drop in domestic tourism
numbers in the 12 months to SEP08. Tourism
operators are fighting to avoid laying off
staff and Gold Coast businesses have
reported trying multiple tactics including
spreading shifts and bringing outsourced
work back in-house to keep skilled staff
employed. Many, however, warn that
employee rationalisation would be inevitable
if tourism numbers did not improve soon.
The taskforce is charged with coming up
with nine original ideas to keep the economy

on its feet and the local skilled workforce on
the job.
Tourism Queensland recently launched a
tourism campaign to encourage
Queenslanders to spend their $900
government cash bonuses on a holiday in the
state; theme parks are offering discounted
passes for locals and incentive packages for
visitors from interstate, and Dreamworld will
unveil a new attraction in time for Easter.

Kiwi Travellers Urged to
Experience Kakadu
Tourism NT this week launched a $1.8m
global marketing campaign that will underpin
Kakadu and the Northern Territory’s status as
a must see destination.
Tourism NT Chief Executive Maree Tetlow
said this is the fifth consecutive Kakadu
campaign and the third year incorporating
international activity.
Tourism NT has joined forces with the New
Zealand Herald and Whitcoulls to promote
Kakadu to adventurous Kiwi travellers in
what is regarded as the largest campaign
undertaken by Tourism NT in New Zealand.
Territory Discoveries has also launched an
exclusive holiday deal for New Zealanders,
offering a 6-day Kakadu and Darwin
experience priced from A$828.
“Our priority is to maintain a high profile for
Kakadu and the Northern Territory in New
Zealand,” said Ms Tetlow.
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You’re invited!

WHANGAREI

16MAR

Click Here to Download

Your Invitation

AUCKLAND

16MAR

HAMILTON

17MAR

DUNEDIN

19MAR

CHRISTCHURCH

18MAR

SOUTH PACIFIC

34,000 Takers for Best Job
More than 34,600 would-be Island
Caretakers from more than 200
countries had applied for Tourism
Queensland’s “Best Job in the World”
when applications closed last Sunday.
Arguably one of the most successful
tourism promotions ever mounted, the
focus is now on choosing the successful
applicant for the role of “Island
Caretaker” of Queensland’s Islands of
the Great Barrier Reef.
Of the total 34,686 applications
received, 7,500 arrived in the final 48
hours and more than 2.3 million people
visited the www.islandreefjob.com

website during the campaign.
Applicants are all ages, nationalities and
come from all walks of life including
writers, tour guides, marine biologists,
environmentalists, students, bloggers,
mums and dads and retirees. Celebrity
applicants include an Amazing Race
winner, a New Zealand travel show host
and a former Young Australian of the
Year.
The highest number of applicants has
come from the United States with 11,565,
followed by Canada with 2791, Great
Britain with 2262 and Australia with
2064.

Fiji Targets ‘Chindia’
Fiji is looking to the ‘Chindia’
(China and India) market and
Russia for visitor numbers
growth and Tourism Fiji has
now appointed its first
representative in China, the
NTO’s chief executive Josefa
Tuamoto told Fiji Times Online.
“Last year China was one of the
outstanding markets.
Percentage wise, they grew the
fastest, (and) it will be even
more this year,” Mr Tuamoto
said.
He told the paper that the
market would open up
following the introduction of
Air Pacific flights from Hong
Kong, and Tourism Fiji would
also be attending the Moscow
International Exhibition for
Travel and Tourism.

TripAdvisor – Where Truth is a Matter
of Opinion, an investigation by
TravelTrends into massive discrepancies
between reviews for Yasawa Island
Resort & Spa in Fiji, has resulted in
dozens of reviews for the resort being
removed by TripAdvisor.
TravelTrends says that, most notably, it
removed every positive review (three
stars or more) of the ten posts between
01DEC08 and 10JAN09, a period when
people apparently either loved or hated
the place. The average rating of those
ten original reviews was 3.2 stars.
Following the removal of every positive
review between those dates, just four
remain with an average rating of 1.5
stars - a huge difference.
TripAdvisor apparently sent the

following email to everyone who had
posted a review on the resort asking for
verification.
“By responding to this e-mail, you are
confirming that your review is unbiased,
that you are not and have never been
associated with the owners or
management of this property and/or their
competitors/other properties in the area
and that you have not received any
compensation (including a discount on a
future stay) in exchange for your review.”
It seems many failed to respond.

ASIA

TripAdvisor Adjusts Yasawa Resort Reviews

Fathom Asia’s Philippines
Fathom Asia’s Penny Henderson says the new
year has started well and they have three
brochures in their stable – Korea, Taiwan and
now Philippines.
“We think that it is going to be the next “hot”
destination, with magnificent beaches, hundreds
of things to do and places to see, and where the
NZ dollar still goes a long way,” says Penny.

coming weeks.
You can download a copy
by clicking here and can
order advance copies by
emailing
penny@fathomasia.com.
Please note: Fathom Asia
has a new DX address
from today: CP40508
Waiheke Island.

Fresh from the printers on Friday, the 8-page
Philippines brochure will be distributed over
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Essential India Savings
Travel to India in April and your clients can
save 15% on G.A.P Adventures 15-day
Essential India small group journey
departing 12APR09.
This in-depth exploration of Northern India
takes travellers from the splendour of the Taj
Mahal to the Ghats of Varanasi, a very
humbling experience. They get to see one of
the few remaining tiger habitats and explore
the ancient temples of Khajuraho in this
adventure ex Delhi. This classic trip is now
priced from $1206 (was $1419) plus US$250
local payment.
Alternatively they can head to southern India
and explore an 1100-year-old World Heritage
site, beautiful hill stations, and discover
colourful temples on a 14-day Jewels of
South India journey. There’s a jungle safari
in search of tigers and wild elephants, the
chance to witness ancient dance rituals,
cruise the backwaters on a comfortable
houseboat in Kerala and unwind in Goa.
Trip departs 12APR09 and is now priced
from $1823 (was $2279) saving 20%, plus
US$250 local payment.
Adventure World is the NZ GSA for G.A.P
Adventures, phone 09-539 8103.

GA Fuel & Insurance
Surcharge Tax (YQ) Update
Effective 01MAR09, the YQ level
within Domestic Indonesia is withdrawn
(was USD25/sector). The YQ level ex
Australia to DPS/JKT remains
unchanged.
Click Here to download GA023a
(replaces GA023/29Jan09). Changes are
highlighted in red.

Tibet Closed to Visitors
Agence France-Presse, quoting tour agencies
and other industry people, reports that China
has closed Tibet to foreign tourists ahead of
next month’s highly sensitive 50th
anniversary of a failed uprising against
Chinese rule.
“Authorities asked tour agents to stop
organising foreigners coming to Tibet for
tour trips until April 1,” an employee at a
government-run travel agency in Lhasa, who
could not be named for fear of reprisals, said.
He said the city’s tourism bureau had
decided this at a meeting in mid-February,
although it was unclear when exactly the
orders were given.
A hotel in the Tibetan capital and three travel
agencies in the southwestern Chinese city of
Chengdu that normally organise trips into
Tibet also confirmed the ban on foreigners.
“Foreigners cannot go there in March
because we have stopped giving out
permits”, an employee at the Chengdu
Overseas Tourism Company, another
government-run travel agency, said.

AirAsia this week signed an agreement

with Barclays Capital and BayernLB to

finance 15 new A320-200 aircraft costing

US$700 million. Most of them will be

delivered in 2009.

AirAsia still needs another US$3.6 billion

to fund 104 aircraft orders it has placed

from 2010 to 2014.

AirAsia Pushes for New Terminal
Budget carrier AirAsia wants a new low-cost
terminal in Malaysia because the existing
facility at KLIA, which is designed to cope
with 15 million passengers a year, will soon
run out of capacity.
AirAsia expects its passenger traffic to reach
30 million and its fleet to grow to 184 planes
by 2013 from 72 currently.
The Malaysian government has just rejected
AirAsia’s plan to build and operate a 1.6
billion ringgit LCC terminal in Labu in
southern Negeri Sembilan state by 2011,
after potential joint venture conglomerate
Sime Darby declined to fund half the cost.
The Straits Times report that the government
has told AirAsia to work with state-owned
Malaysian Airports Holdings - which
operates the main international airport and
the budget terminal - for a ‘win-win’
solution.
Malaysia Airports had earlier objected to the
Labu terminal on concerns it may threaten
growth of the main airport.
AirAsia now accounts for 16% of
international traffic and nearly half of
domestic traffic. Some analysts have warned
it may be detrimental to split Kuala Lumpur
as a destination into two separate airports
with Malaysia’s annual passenger traffic at
only 25 million currently.

THE AMERICAS

Visit Ancient North China
New to Adventure World’s 2009 China
brochure is a 6-day private tour that
combines natural scenery and cultural
heritage sites.
From Beijing travellers take the scenic day
train to Datong, where they visit the Yungang
Grottoes, one of the most impressive cave
complexes in China, carved from the
cliffside in a honeycomb pattern and
stretching for approximately one kilometre.
On this tour travellers also visit the Hanging
Temple, on the slope of Mt Heng, where all
the buildings stand vertical to the cliff
making the peak seem upside-down. Then
there’s the Yingxian Wooden Pagoda, the
oldest and tallest wooden pagoda in China,
and the most holy mountain of Chinese
Buddhism, Mt Wutai, plus a stop at the
famed temples that dot the area.  Enjoy a
walking tour of the ancient city of Pingyao
(above), a World Cultural Heritage Site,
dating back 2700 years. The trip ends in
Taiyuan with option to travel to Xian,
Beijing or Shanghai.
Trip is priced from $2056pp share twin.
Phone Adventure World on 09-539 8103.

Cycle Cuba in April and Save
Over 8 days your clients can cycle through
the beautiful landscapes of Cuba’s
Guaniguanico and El Rosario mountain
ranges on a trip that departs Havana
25APR09.
With a 15% saving, it is now priced from
$1002 plus CUC 200 local payment. Contact
Adventure World on 09-539 8100 for details
on this last minute G.A.P Adventures saving.
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Vancouver to Edmonton
via the Rockies
Your clients can combine the Rocky
Mountain wilderness with the world’s largest
entertainment and shopping centre, on a 10-
day independent coach and VIA Rail holiday
of Canada.
Travel by coach from Vancouver through the
Rockies, taking in Lac Le Jeune, Banff, Lake
Louise to Jasper, and then board VIA Rail for
the journey to Edmonton. Spend a full day
exploring West Edmonton Mall (above) with
its 110 restaurants, 8 world-class attractions
and 800 stores and services.
With the Brewster’s Early Booking Saving,
your clients now pay from $3498pp share
twin on Moderate Grade (saving $104pp),
and $4367pp share twin on Deluxe Grade
(saving $234pp). For more travel options see
the Brewster’s Canada brochure. On sale to
31MAR09 for travel in 2009.  Prices are
based on lead-in season. Adventure World is
the NZ GSA for Brewster’s. Call AW’s
Canadian specialists on 09-539 8102.

AFRICA

US-Cuba Thaw
US relations with Cuba may thaw under the
Obama Administration. The Associated Press
reports that Democrats controlling Congress are
loosening restrictions on allowing people of Cuban
descent to visit their relatives on the island.
Under George Bush family visits were limited to
once every three years for no more than 14 days,
with spending capped at US$50 per day.
Once signed by Obama, the new legislation would
allow Cuban-Americans to travel to Cuba once a
year to visit relatives, spend up to $170 a day and
visit for an unlimited duration.

Egypt on a Shoestring
Cairo, the Pyramids and Sphinx, Aswan High
Dam, Philae temple, Abu Simbel, a felucca boat
trip on the Nile, Kom Ombo, Edfu, Luxor, the
Valley of the Kings, the Colossi of Memnon
(above), and Hurghada.
Your clients can explore Egypt to the max and do
it at minimum cost on a G.A.P Adventures trip
departing 12APR09. Adventure World has it
discounted by 10%, pricing it at $881 plus US$250
local payment. Phone (09) 539 8103.

EUROPE

Another Viking Ship for Grand European Tour
Viking River Cruises has announced
that an additional ship, Viking
Danube, has been deployed on the
Amsterdam-to-Budapest “Grand
European Tour” itinerary for 2009.
This brings the total departure dates
for this itinerary to 41 sailings this
year.
“We have seen overwhelming
demand for ‘Grand European Tour,’ a
15-day journey through five
countries from Amsterdam to
Budapest, which we consider the

ultimate river cruise vacation,” said
Torstein Hagen, chairman and CEO of
Viking River Cruises. “With 21 sailings
already sold out, we have added a new
ship to this itinerary. Our original
projections for 2009 were conservative,
but with the strong response to our
promotions, we find ourselves needing to
handle more guests.”
Viking saw January sales from travel
agents running 28% above those of last
year, with the European spring sailing
season already at 96% occupancy.

Tourism Ireland is distributing two copies of

its Ireland Holiday Planner 2009 in the next

Stocklink Travelbag envelope and more copies

of this brochure and the Calendar of Festivals

& Events Jan-Jun 09 can be ordered online

through Travel Express, which lists a total of

more than 20 Tourism Ireland publications.
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Save on a Week
in Paris and Provence
Adventure World is promoting an 8-day
Tauck Yellow Roads of Europe escorted tour
through France, travelling from the French
Riviera and the south of France through to
Paris.
The tour visits Monaco and explores historic
Avignon, Arles, and Aix-en-Provence; views
the artistic inspirations of Vincent van Gogh
in St-Rémy-de-Provence, and of Cézanne at
Mont Ste-Victoire. It includes olive oil
tasting and lunch in Mas des Barres, a guided
adventure walk on the 2000-year-old Pont du
Gard; and a 3-night stay in Paris that’s
highlighted by a guided tour of the Musée du
Louvre and a farewell dinner cruise on the
River Seine.
Travel by 30JUN09 and your clients can save
NZ$528pp, with the tour now priced from
NZ$6275pp share twin. Travel JUL-OCT09
and the saving is NZ$386 pp.
Conditions apply. Call Adventure World on
09-539 8102.

RAIL TRAVEL

Venice – It’s the Real Thing
Venice, which is steadily losing its resident
population and is always short of funds to
maintain and restore its immense cultural
heritage, has found a refreshing source of
income.
It has negotiated a five-year, 2.1 million euro
deal with Coca-Cola that will give the US
drinks giant exclusive rights to install
vending machines selling drinks and snacks
around the lagoon city.
The Mayor of Venice has been quick to
counter media-led outrage at the plan by
confirming that the familiar neon-lit red
beacons are not part of the deal. The vending
machines won’t have the Coca-Cola logo and
will not be located at sites that are the
‘jewels’ of Venice, such as St Mark’s Square
or the Rialto Bridge. Venice has strict rules
on the sale of food and beverages to tourists
including a 1987 law prohibiting eating or
drinking in St Mark’s Square.
Last year nearly 20 million tourists visited
Venice, an increase of 30% over 2007.

British Rail Travel Expensive

British Rail Strike Threathens
Britain’s second largest rail union is urging
7,000 Network Rail workers to vote in favour
of industrial action.
The Transport Salaried Staffs’ Association
has opened a ballot over strike action,
warning of “widespread disruption” if it goes
ahead. The TSSA ballot closes on 23MAR.

attempt by Network Rail to introduce a “two-
tier” pension scheme.
The move follows last week’s decision by the
Rail Maritime and Transport union to call
strike ballots at four rail companies.
Network Rail owns and maintains the UK’s
rail infrastructure, including 18 major
stations.The union is angry at what it says is an

AVIATION

The Shanghai Daily reports that the 104 year-old Shanghai West Railway

Station terminal building is to be demolished by 15MAR, to be replaced by an

expanded facility as part of a new combined hub for rail, bus and Metro links.

A study by consumer watchdog Passenger
Focus, commissioned by the British
government, shows that rail fares are on
average at least 50% higher in Britain than in
the rest of Europe.
The report found that in Britain, long-
distance turn-up-and-go fully flexible return
fares to the principal city (London) were
1.87 times more expensive than in Germany,
the next most-expensive country surveyed.
They were 3.31 times more expensive than in
the cheapest country studied, the
Netherlands.

British annual season tickets for journeys of
no more than 40km were 1.88 times pricier
than the next most-expensive country,
France, and 4.19 times more expensive than
Italy, the cheapest country.
On the plus side, some long-distance
advance tickets to London were cheaper than
comparable fares to other European big
cities, and train frequency was generally
higher than on the continent.
AFP says the Department of Transport noted
that train fares in continental Europe were
heavily subsidised.

French Want Stricter Procedures for Acceptance Flights
The 53-page interim report by the French
Bureau for Accident Investigation (BEA)
into the crash of the Air New Zealand
appears to suggest pilot error as the likely
cause.
Both Air New Zealand and the Air Line
Pilots’ Association (Alpa) are reported to be
upset by this and the latter is now sending its
own pilot expert investigator to France. The
New Zealand Transport Accident
Investigation Commission already has an
investigator on the French team.
Air New Zealand CEO Rob Fyfe was
disappointed at the release of the embargoed
report before the victims’ families had seen it
and he intended complaining to the director

of the investigation and to France’s Ministry
of Transport about the way the report was
published.
The Times Online reports that the French
bureau says that it was not finding on the
final cause of the crash but reporting the
events in advance for the sake of safety. It
called on aviation authorities to take action
to prevent improvised manoeuvres by crew
in so-called acceptance flights.
The explanatory work will come later,” said
Paul-Louis Arslanian, Director of the BEA.
“We are acting now to say that these hand-
over flights from one airline to another must
be subject to stricter procedures in order to
avoid abuses of safety.”

The Telegraph reports that more than 500 people have died on Turkish Airlines flights
since 1971. Including this week’s disaster in Amsterdam, there have been six major
accidents in that time. Most occurred during landing approach, but the worst was in
March 1974 when the cargo door on a Turksih Airlines  DC-10 blew off, leading to a loss
of all 346 on board.
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Nimbleness Needed to Weather Storm
Air New Zealand yesterday announced a
$24 million net profit for the six months to
31DEC08, down 79% on the same period
last year. Revenue was up slightly to $2.4
billion, but most of the increase was due to
foreign exchange movements.
Passenger numbers – domestic and
international – for the JUN-DEC08 period
were down 4.3% to 6.3 million and the
airline’s fuel bill increased $211 million as

the result of the spot price being 36%
higher than for the same six months a year
earlier.
CEO Rob Fyfe said, “I am confident that
Air New Zealand is in one of the strongest
positions to weather the current economic
climate.
“In these challenging times, it is not the
largest airlines that will outperform, but
the ones most responsive to change.”

Air NZ to “Vigorously Defend” Position
Air New Zealand’s chairman John Palmer, in
announcing the half-year result said the
carrier will continue to vigorously defend its
position in the Tasman and domestic
markets.
“We are the number one choice for
customers and that is not a position we will
cede. Our everyday low fares, frequency and
uniquely Kiwi experience set us apart from
the competition.
“We continue to deliver leading innovations
into the market. The highlight in the first half
of the financial year was the introduction of
our new domestic airport check-in process.
This complete redesign of the check-in
process was a world first and given the

complexity of the project, was a great
achievement involving a large team drawn
from disciplines across the airline. The roll
out of this initiative significantly streamlines
the airport experience setting us apart from
our competitors and ensuring our customers
have a far more enjoyable experience at
domestic airports.
“I am confident that Air New Zealand is in a
strong position to weather the current
economic climate. We are nimble, have $1.4
billion cash in the bank and a team of 11,800
people committed to being world class. That
combination mixed with a uniquely Kiwi
attitude and innovation, sets a strong
foundation to thrive.”

Saverjet.com Incentivises Agents
Aussie low cost carrier Saverjet.com*, not
content with offering $40 airfares to the
Sydney general area (Wollongong), has
announced an Incentive Program wherein
agents can earn points from sales of airfares
and the airline’s baggage surcharges.

goodies that include SaverJet Shoulder Pads
(150,000 points), a year’s subscription to the
carrier’s website (150,000 points) and a Lost
Luggage Lucky Dip – 30 randomly selected
items from SaverJet’s lost luggage
warehouse – available for 400,000 points.
*an entirely fictitious company. The points can be redeemed for valuable

2300 Planes Now Parked
Aviation consultancy Ascend reports that
more than a tenth of the world’s jet airliners
have been grounded and put in storage
because of the recession. Some 2,300 of the
global airline fleet of 20,293 jet airliners
were now in storage, with 1,167 of them
grounded last year alone.
The Ananova story says this is the worst year
for world aviation since 2001 when the 9/11
attacks and subsequent slump in air travel led
to 13% of planes being sidelined.
Ascend reports that since mid-2008,
European carriers had parked more than 450
aircraft, with North American airlines storing
nearly 800 and Asia-Pacific carriers putting
at least 230 temporarily out of service.
Ascend market analysis head Chris Seymour
said: “The aviation fleet data shows that at
least 400 more aircraft are scheduled to be
cut during 2009, with groundings being
announced almost daily.
“Some reduction in capacity is typical over
winter months as passenger traffic decreases.
But this season’s fleet cuts were far more
severe than those of the recent past.”
Mr Seymour added: “With new deliveries
still likely to be around 1,000 this year,
subject to financing, airlines also have to
park older aircraft to avoid even more
surplus capacity.”

Round the World with the Virgins
Sir Richard Branson, President of Virgin
Atlantic, arrived in Oz this week on an 8-day
journey around the world to coincide with
the launch of V Australia US flights today.
He is travelling London-Hong Kong-Sydney-
Los Angeles-London to promote the concept
of travel on individual Virgin airlines on an
around-the-world routing.
Virgin Atlantic this week released Round the
World economy class fares priced from
A$2,499, including taxes.
Passengers have the option of flying Virgin
east from Sydney to Los Angeles, London,
Hong Kong and returning to Sydney, or
Virgin west flying Sydney, Hong Kong,
London, Los Angeles and back to Sydney.
Fares can be booked RTW from a number of
Australian cities, with Virgin Blue carrying
passengers from points including Melbourne,
Brisbane, the Gold Coast and Adelaide, to
Sydney.
Branson also confirmed that the new RTW
fares will also be offered via Johannesburg
when V Australia begins its planned South
African flights - which according to the
IASC approval must start by 31OCT.

AirAsia’s chief executive Tony

Fernandes says on his Internet blog

that the airline is in talks with

Manchester United about becoming

the club’s next shirt sponsor. ManU

currently sports an AIG logo but the

giant insurance company wants out

from 2010. Word has it the AIG deal

was worth £19 million to the

Premier League club.
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Sully Tells it Straight
The hero of the Hudson, US Airways Capt.
Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger, has testified
before a House subcommittee that the state of
the airline industry is in disarray.
CNN reports that Sullenberger expressed
concern that the economic decline has hit the
airline industry so hard that “the airline
piloting profession will not be able to
continue to attract the best and the brightest.”
“I do not know a single professional airline
pilot who wants his or her children to follow
in their footsteps,” he told the lawmakers.
“The current experience and skills of our
country’s professional airline pilots come
from investments made years ago when we
were able to attract ambitious, talented people
who now frequently seek professional careers
elsewhere.”
“Americans have experienced huge economic
difficulties in recent months, but airline
employees have been experiencing those
challenges and more for eight years,”
Sullenberger said. “We’ve been hit by an
economic tsunami, September 11,
bankruptcies, fluctuating fuel prices, mergers,
loss of pensions, and revolving door
management teams who have used airline
employees as an ATM.”

AF, KL Find Synergy
Air France and KLM have announced
their first synergy since coming under
a shared ownership.
KLM Ground Services Ltd and Air
France Services Ltd will merge on
01APR to become Cobalt Ground
Solutions Ltd, a joint UK subsidiary.
The new ground handling operator
will be the largest at London
Heathrow Airport’s Terminal 4 and
London City Airport, with an annual
turnover of £36m and a work force of
782.

CRUISING

US Airways is to stop charging for

non alcoholic drinks in its economy

cabin, a practice that drew the ire

of customers and put the airline at

a competitive disadvantage. From

01MAR, pax will be offered free

soda, juices, tea, water, and coffee

in flight.

Tahiti-Owned Cruise Ship Needed
Three-time tourism minister of French
Polynesia M. Jacqui Drollet has expressed the
need for a government-owned cruise ship to
replace the 330-passenger Paul Gauguin
which is operating as part of the Regent Seven
Seas Cruises fleet throughout 2009, and the
four-year charter of the 170-passenger Star
Flyer which is to remain in Papeete until
2011.
“I think the time has come when the country
needs to acquire a cruise ship and put its
operation in the hands of professionals,”
Drollet said in a statement issued by Tahiti
Tourisme.
“The ships are leaving us one after the other,”
Drollet said, referring to the departure last
December of the 670-passenger Tahitian
Princess which had been based in Papeete for
year-round cruising since 2002.

Star Clippers Specials
Innovative Travel has announced a number
of specials for Star Clippers, valid for sale
until 31MAR09.
Early Booking Discounts for Royal Clipper,
Star Clipper and Star Flyer due to expire
28FEB will be extended for all bookings
made by 31MAR09 on sailings between
MAY and OCT09.
Additional Specials:
Star Flyer - Tahiti
EBD plus a one-category upgrade valid for
cabins booked between category 3 and
category 6, and category 2 will be the
highest grade of cabin the upgrade will be
given to. The offer applies to sailing dates
05, 12, 23APR09; 03, 10, 17, 24MAY09.
Star Clipper : ex Athens
Sailing dates:

02MAY09 – Southern Cyclades
16MAY09 – Southern Cyclades

Special promotion:  Early Booking
Discount A$210pp valid for booking to
31MAR09.  Two-category free upgrade
valid if category 4, 5 or 6 cabins are
booked, and the highest grade of
accommodation given for upgrade are
category 2 cabins.  Upgrade not valid for
category 1 or owner’s cabins. Valid for
booking to 31MAR09

Royal Clipper : ex Rome
Sailing dates:   02MAY09

– 7 nights Sicily, Sorrento & Amalfi
                        09MAY09

– 7 nights Sicily, Sorrento & Amalfi
Special promotion:  Early Booking Discount
A$210pp valid for booking to 31MAR09
Two-category free upgrade valid if category
4, 5 or 6 cabins are booked, and the highest
grade of accommodation given for upgrade
are category 2 cabins.
Upgrade not valid for category 1, Deluxe
Cabins or Owner’s cabins.
Valid for booking to 31MAR09.
Call Innovative Travel on 0508 100111.

Quark Expeditions has cancelled the latest Ocean Nova sailing from

Ushuaia so the ship can undergo an estimated three days of repairs

following its grounding in Marguerite Bay off the Antarctic

Peninsula last week.

Affected pax were rebooked on Polar Star’s 24FEB sailing, with

Quark providing hotel accommodation and rearranging return

flights. Polar Star is operated by Polar Star Expeditions.
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Discover Borneo
on a Pandaw River Cruise
Francis Travel Marketing has released a
Pandaw River Cruise flyer, offering 8-night
cruises hundreds of kilometres up Borneo’s
mighty Rajang River. Departing every ten
days from Sibu, the cruise is on board the RV
Orient Pandaw.
The river is peopled with the Iban,
headhunters till the 1950s, whose unique
long house culture survives well to this day,
blending well animist tradition with
modernity.
There is much to do and see upriver, whether
just gazing at the amazing scenery or visiting
long houses traditional and modern. In these
river towns cruise guests can explore the
architectural vestiges of the Brooke Raj.
Jungle treks, for all levels, are a must as are
long boat trips to the Pelagus rapids. Wildlife
is in abundance and crocodiles, monitor
lizards and the hornbill (national bird of
Sarawak) common sights.
Downriver, the prosperous Chinese city of
Sibu with its old shop houses, markets and
friendly inhabitants, is a calm reflection of an
old China that probably no longer exists in
mainland China. Sibu with its rich
surrounding farmlands and tropical climate is
an important agricultural area.
This is the world’s biggest producer of
pepper and at Sareiki there is a visit to pepper
farms, fruit plantations that boast 7kg
pineapples and a host of other exotic fruits.
The sea port of Thanjung Manis is a centre of
traditional songkat textile production and
cruise pax will visit weaving workshops.
Click Here to download the flyer.

Great Disneyland Add-on
Cruise Holidays points out that a vacation on
board Royal Caribbean’s new Mariner of the
Seas is one of the most cost effective holiday
add-ons for Kiwi families heading for
Disneyland in April.
A 7-night cruise is priced from NZ$1945pp
share twin, with a 3rd/4th pax from
NZ$1255pp (based on 19APR09 departure).
The largest ship ever to offer cruise
vacations from the West Coast has arrived
into Los Angeles and the 142,000-ton ship
will now sail year-round from the Port of
Los Angeles offering a seven-night Mexican
Riviera itinerary with ports of call at Cabo
San Lucas, Puerto Vallarta and Mazatlan,
Mexico.
The Voyager-class ship features innovative
amenities like the rock-wall, an ice-skating
rink, a full size basketball and sports court,
an inline skating track and the Royal
Promenade, a boulevard of shops,
restaurants, bars and lounges that runs nearly
the length of the ship.
Mariner of the Seas offers guests the chance
to relax in the adults-only Solarium, swim in
the two swimming pools or six whirlpools,
or sunbathe in the main 25,000sq ft pool area
with its outdoor art.

Cruise with the Chairman
Cruise West has designated its 19JUN09
Summer Celebration Columbia & Snake
Rivers cruise as a Chairman’s cruise with
Dick & Leslie West.
In addition to the opportunity for guests to
travel with the Wests, there are various Early
Booking and Early Payment discounts
available.

View this itinerary at http://
www.cruisewest.com/columbia-river-cruises-
np and a short video clip of the destination at
http://www.cruisewest.com/columbia-river-
videos
Call Cruise World for details on 0800-500
732 or 09-917 4440, info@cruiseworld.co.nz

UK Base for Celebrity Eclipse
Celebrity Eclipse, the third ship in the new
Solstice class from Celebrity Cruises, and
the first to sail for a full season from
Southampton, goes on sale on 10MAR.
Offering five different European and
Mediterranean itineraries from April 2010,
Celebrity Eclipse provides a wide choice of
sailings for guests who prefer to depart from
the UK. The new ship will go on sale to the
Captain’s Club – loyal and repeat Celebrity
Cruises bookers – from 03MAR.
Celebrity Eclipse will offer 26 cruises, a
combination of short and longer itineraries,
with sailings from four-night taster cruises to
Cork, to 16-night Eastern Mediterranean
cruises.

Mariner of the Seas also features a nine-hole
miniature golf course, interactive golf
simulator, the full-service Mariner Day Spa
and a state-of-the-art fitness center.
In the evening, guests can enjoy one of the
16 bars and themed lounges and seven
restaurants, and a myriad of entertainment
options from top-rated Broadway-style
productions in the Savoy Theatre to world
class gaming in the Casino Royale.
For younger guests, the Adventure Ocean
youth program offers scheduled activities
throughout the day that enriches and
entertains kids. Teens have their own
dedicated onboard areas such as Fuel, the
teen disco; The Living Room, a place where
they can relax and hang out with their
friends; and The Back Deck, an outdoor
lounge.
Cruise Holidays has full details of the above
package on their website. Click Here to
download.

The first season of Celebrity Eclipse features
new ports of call for Celebrity Cruises
including Toulon (Provence), Malaga (Spain)
and Cagliari (Sardinia). Plus, the 2010
summer season of Celebrity Eclipse also
includes overnight stays in Palma de
Mallorca on a 14-night Spanish
Mediterranean cruise, and St Petersburg and
Copenhagen on a 14-night Scandinavia and
Russia cruise.
In summer 2010 Celebrity Cruises will base
all three of its new Solstice-class ships in the
European region as the brand seeks to grow
outside North America. Sister ships Celebrity
Solstice and Celebrity Equinox will operate
from Civitavecchia (Rome).
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ACCOMMODATION

Budget Now Arra Accom Group
The Budget Motel Chain has expanded to
incorporate three tiers of accommodation
as well as taking on a new name, the Arra
Accommodation Group.
Budget – which is aimed at economy-
conscious travellers and offers good,
clean comfortable accommodation at
below average rates – has been operating
since 1978 and covers New Zealand and
all Australian states and territories.
While it remains intact and has grown to
incorporate more than 300 properties, the
Arra Accommodation Group says it now
also caters for those wanting mid-range
and upmarket places to stay.
Orbit Inns are 3½ star properties with the
guarantee of greater room space and a
series of affordable luxuries, while
Paragon provides stylish, high-quality 4-
star plus accommodation and is ideal for
the corporate sector and discerning
travellers.
Group General Manager Ross Luhrs says
the three tier Arra structure ensures
everyone interested in good
accommodation is now catered for.
“No chain has a greater depth of
accommodation choices at prices ranging
from $60 to $180 dollars per night. We

are extremely
proud of our
range of
independently
owned and
operated motels.

“In launching Orbit
Inns today, we
recognise there was a
gap in the market and
have now filled it.
“The Arra Group has
done its homework
and added greater
space and more quality
to its offerings,” Mr
Luhrs says.
In order to remain an
accredited property,
establishments will
need to meet stringent
guidelines, which include regular
inspections from quality assurance
officers.
Arra Accommodation Group will release
its first motel directory, listing the features
of all its properties (complete with rates),
on 01APR. www.arrahotels.com.

Jeffrey van Vorsselen, Managing Director of The Langham, Auckland

has been elected Chair of the New Zealand Hotel Council’s Auckland

Region to replace outgoing Chair Paul Huggins who is leaving

SkyCity Hotels to pursue other interests.  NZHC members in each

region elect their own chair for a two-year period.

Copthorne Solway Park Scores with Qualmark

Duxton Hotels has a new website: www.duxtonhotels.com and

has asked that existing links on your company website be

changed to reflect the new url.

INDUSTRY

Copthorne Hotel & Resort Solway Park
Wairarapa has been rated ‘Four Star Plus’ by
Qualmark, which is defined as “Excellent.
Consistently achieves high quality levels with a
wide range of facilities and services.”

In addition, the hotel was also praised for its
commitment to sustainability, and has been
invited to apply for ‘Enviro-Silver’ level for
Responsible Tourism Operations in the newly-
established Qualmark Green ratings.

The Latest TATS Offerings
Novotel Nadi
Shortlife Special
$105 per room per night based on share twin/
double occupancy
Valid for travel to 31MAR09
Eligibility: IATA Travel Agents
South African Airways
TATS has fantastic Shortlife industry fares for
IATA Travel Agents ex PER or SYD to JNB

TATS Membership Fees
Reduced
Due to the overwhelming response to our last
membership special, and given the tough
economic times TATS is reducing its
membership fees as of 26FEB09.
New Membership now $30.
Membership Renewal now $25.
Membership is valid for 1 year.
See www.tats.co.nz for full details and
benefits.

The following are the latest industry deals, full
details of which can be viewed at
www.tats.co.nz :
Royale Takitimu, Rarotonga
Lagoon View $260
Honeymoon Beachfront $305
VIP Beachfront $335
All prices are per room per night
based on share twin/double occupancy,
include tropical breakfast basket on arrival
and are valid for travel 01APR09 to 31MAR10
Eligibility: IATA Travel Agents & Wholesale
Reservations Staff
Iririki Island Resorts & Spa
ROH Fare $175
Deluxe Room $260
Prices are per room per night
based on share twin/double occupancy
and include Full Tropical Breakfast daily
Valid for travel 01APR09 to 31MAR09
Eligibility: IATA Travel Agents
Air Vanuatu
Hotel and Motel employees are now included in
the eligibility for Air Vanuatu Industry fares.
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SITA Predicts Web 2.0 will

Transform Transactions
SITA has stated that with the rise of social
networking over the Internet the days of the
simple online flight-booking engine are
numbered.
“Web 2.0 technologies will transform airline
websites into travel planning portals that go far
beyond date and location. By making it faster,
easier and more cost-effective to provide real-
time content from diverse sources, Web 2.0
technologies meet travellers’ demands for greater
information and personalisation,” said Jim Peters,
CTO, SITA, as the company marked its 60th
anniversary with a look at how technology will
change the face of air travel over the next five
years.
“In the near future when a customer makes a
booking, the airline website could extract the
passenger’s preferences from its frequent flyer
programme, combine it with external content
from travel web sites so that hotels, restaurants
and tourist attractions can be overlaid on a
Google map and the traveller can then take a
virtual sight-seeing tour and be linked in with
friends’ travel plans.”
SITA forecasts that mobile devices are about to
have the same impact on the passenger journey as
the jet engine did 50 years ago.
“Mobile phones are fast becoming access points
to online services and over 90% of passengers
carry them. Digitally-equipped passengers will
access all their travel needs while on the move
including purchasing airline tickets and checking-
in. Mobile boarding passes could save the
industry $500 million as we move towards
paperless travel,” said Peters.

Sabre can save 18% per Ticket
A recent study conducted by independent research group Topaz
International has shown that the Sabre GDS consistently provides
the lowest available airfares, compared to its three GDS rivals.
Topaz International conducted sample airfare searches for the top
350 origin and destination markets across North America, Asia
Pacific, Europe, Middle East and Africa, and Latin America
regions. The study incorporated both regional and international
city pairs across each of the global regions.
Sabre found the lowest available fare up to nine times more often
than other GDSs, and provided average savings of 18% per ticket
or an average of US$132 per ticket in the Asia Pacific region.

Flight Centre Slashes Dividend Payout
After issuing two profit downgrades in two months late last
year, Flight Centre this week posted a net after-tax profit of
A$26 million for the six months to DEC08, down 57% on the
A$61 million result for the same period a year ago.

LATE BREAK

Flight Centre PR Appointment
Flight Centre (NZ) Ltd has appointed Marie
Pilkington to the position of PR manager,
handling FCL’s media relationships, sponsorship
portfolio and internal communications.
She joined Flight Centre from communications
agency, The Republic of Acumen, where she
was a senior account manager with its PR brand,
nbpr.
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It cut its interim dividend to 9c a share, from A$0.37.5c a share
in the same period a year earlier.
In New Zealand, results were below expectations. FCL says

healthy growth in
corporate sales staff
should generate future
returns, along with the
recent introduction of the
Flight Centre Business
Travel brand and
specialist First and
Business Class shops.
FCL declined to give

earnings guidance because of trading uncertainty that has
resulted in sales growth stalling in the second quarter. It has
warned that the slowdown in global sales in November and
December has continued into the first two months of this year.

Emirates Airline has launched daily three-class services
between Bangkok and Christchurch via Sydney. The Emirates
B777-300ER offers a total 364 seats.

Reuters reports that China’s huge state aircraft maker, the
Aviation Industry Corp of China (AVIC), says it will reach beyond
national borders to recruit foreign executives who can help it
compete internationally.
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